
 
 
We went with David G. Schertzing Builders, Inc. for several reasons.  Dave was prompt 
with his initial estimate, scheduled time for all the subcontractors to walk through our 
house to see the utilities and where the addition was going to go. This allowed for an 
accurate quote.  
 
Once groundbreaking was planned, Dave remained in constant and consistent 
communication.  He let us know what was going to occur over a rolling couple week 
schedule, which allowed for us to plan on being home to let contractors in or be present 
to answer questions.  Speaking of questions, Dave responded to all our questions and 
concerns no later than the next morning. Simple things like, what's happening next 
week?  To more complex things, like, where's the light switch coming into the kitchen 
going? This really helped to put our minds at ease, knowing Dave had the whole project 
under control and that he heard our concerns and worked with us. 
 
We had multiple custom pieces built for our addition including a bench and coat rack 
and unique shelves in the closet to accommodate adult snow gear. The most complex 
custom piece was my insistence on installing a Murphy door in our pantry.  Dave, the 
finish carpenter and I had no idea how to install the door.  Between Dave and his 
subcontractor, the door was installed, and I couldn't be happier with look, function, and 
reactions to it.   
 
While constructing the new space which included a bedroom in the basement, 
relocating the existing pantry, laundry room and entrance into the house was quite 
intrusive, Dave was spot on with his initial estimate of how long the project would take 
and went above and beyond to set up our washer and dryer outside of the construction 
zone so that we were still able to use them.  It's the small details like this, and many 
others, which is one of many reasons why we would recommend David G. Schertzing 
Builders, Inc.  They care about their clients, put in the best work possible and make sure 
that their clients are happy with everything on the project.  
 
Happy Clients 
Andrea and Steve Zielinski 
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